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When thinking about the Arctic, a vast treeless region for the greater part, wood might not be the
first thing that comes mind. Yet, driftwood is an extremely important material for Inuit. They would
obtain the wood from forested up-river inland areas or via sea currents. It is not uncommon to find
Siberian trees reaching Alaskan shores or to find Alaskan mainland trees reaching the islands. [1]

This weathered and cracked triangular carved driftwood, with one corner and part of the side
broken off, has a number of drilled holes. The larger of the three corner holes still has thread and
wood inside that would have belonged to whatever was attached to this object.

Whilst this object is very rare, there are some indications that this carefully carved driftwood might
have been used as a stool for seal hunting on ice [2] or a head board of an umiaq. [3] Inupiaq made
stools for when they were watching a seal breathing hole for sometimes hours. The hunter would sit
or stand on the stool and ward off the cold underground of the ice. Stools for seal hunting were
made from dry driftwood which is particularly lightweight. This particular carved driftwood,
however, differs from the conventional design of sealing stools as the corners do not have holes
where carved driftwood legs can be fitted. [4] Carved driftwood has also been incorporated into
umiaq frames. A suspension of the Inupiat umiaq’s bow was particularly well-decorated with a whale
figure carved into the design as hunting charm and guardian of the whaling crew. [5] Both the head
board and the bow suspension, however, do not have three holes in the corner nor at the centre as
this piece does.

Whatever the purpose, we can ascertain that it was part of a larger object that was attached to the
carving with wooden (?) pegs and skin rope. We can also contemplate about the importance of
driftwood in Inuit lives with this piece being highly valued. More research could provide answers of
the age of the wood as well as confirm what wood it is. This also might provide more clues about
where this object was made and for what purpose.

Peter Loovers, February 2022
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